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ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS 

Business Law II Semester IV 

MODULE I  

Companies Act, 2013 Part I 

(Write Answers of ANY SIX questions) 

1Expalin the concept of company and write its advantages and disadvantages   

2 Explain the concept of corporate veil and write various circumstances to lift the corporate 

veil 

3 What do you understand by promoter of a company? Discuss rights, duties and liabilities of 

promoter  

4 Write a note on classification of company  

5 Write difference between private and public company  

6 Discuss the concept of memorandum of association with the help of its clauses  

7 Discuss ‘Doctrine of Ultra Vires’ with its effects 

8 Explain the ‘Doctrine of Indoor Management’. Write exception to the rule  

9 What is prospectus? Write legal requirement of prospectus 

10 What is private placement? Explain 

MODULE II  

Companies Act, 2013 Part II 

(Write Answers of ANY SIX Questions) 

1 Who is a member of a company? Explain the different modes of acquiring membership in a 

company  

2 What are rights and liabilities of members  

3 Write modes of acquisition and cessation of membership 

4 Explain qualifications and disqualifications of director of a company 

5 Discuss various modes of appointment of directors  

6 Explain legal position of director  

7 Discuss duties and powers of directors 

9 Write a note on KMP 

10 Write a detail note AGM 

11 Write in detail circumstances to call extraordinary general meeting  
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12 Explain Board of Director’s Meeting  

13 Explain a) Meeting by Tribunal  b) Class Meeting  

14 Explain various modes of voting during company meeting   

MODULE III 

The Indian Partnership Act, 1932 and Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 

(Write Answers of ALL Questions) 

1 Explain the concept of Partnership and write its essentials 

2 Write essentials of Partnership and discuss various types of partners and partnership  

3 Explain law relating to registration of partnership and write consequences and exception for  

non-registration  

4 Write the difference between Partnership and Limited Liability Partnership 

5 Explain the position of minor as a partner in the partnership firm  

6 What do you mean by partnership? Discuss various rights and duties of partners 

7 Explain dissolution of firm by operation of law and by intervention of court 

8 Explain in detail characteristics of Limited Liability Partnership 

9 Write the difference between Partnership and Limited Liability Partnership 

10 Write the difference between Limited Liability Partnership and company 

11 Write with reference to LLP, nature of liability and discuss liability of partner in case of 

fraud 

12 Explain in detail various modes of winding up of LLP    

MODULE IV 

Consumer Protection Act, 1986 and Competition Act, 2002 

(Write Answers of ANY SIX Questions) 

1 Discuss the concept of competition and write salient features of Competition Act, 2002 

2 What do you mean by anti-competition agreement? Discuss various anti competition 

agreements 

3 Explain in detail abuse of dominant position under Competition Act, 2002 

4 Write a detail note on Competition Commission of India 

5 Write advantages of Competition and explain objectives of Competition Act, 2002 

6 Explain aims and objectives of Consumer Protection Act, 1986 

7 Explain following terms; 
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a) Consumer 

b) Complainant 

c) Complaint 

d) Defect in goods and deficiency in services 

e) Manufacturer 

f) Restrictive trade practices  

8 Explain in detail various trade practices mentioned under Consumer Protection Act, 1986 

9 Write in detail about District Forum, State Commission and National Commission    

MODULE V 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

(Write Answers of ANY SIX Questions) 

1. Write a detail note on IPR 

2. Explain the concept and nature of IPR 

3. Explain Patent as one of the IPR 

4. Explain the concept of Patent and explain what is Patentable and not Patentable 

5. Explain the concept of Copyright. Discuss the rights of copyright holder and term of 

copyright 

6. Write a note on fair use of Copyright and explain the remedies for infringement of 

Copyright 

7. What is Trademark? Explain various types of trademarks 

8. Write a note on- 

a. Characteristics of a good Trademark 

b. Functions of Trademark 

c. Trademarks which cannot be registered 


